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a b s t r a c t 

Text detection in mobile video is challenging due to poor quality, complex background, arbitrary orien- 

tation and text movement. In this work, we introduce fractals for text detection in video captured by 

mobile cameras. We first use fractal properties such as self-similarity in a novel way in the gradient 

domain for enhancing low resolution mobile video. We then propose to use k-means clustering for sepa- 

rating text components from non-text ones. To make the method font size independent, fractal expansion 

is further explored in the wavelet domain in a pyramid structure for text components in text cluster to 

identify text candidates. Next, potential text candidates are obtained by studying the optical flow prop- 

erty of text candidates. Direction guided boundary growing is finally proposed to extract multi-oriented 

texts. The method is tested on different datasets, which include low resolution video captured by mobile, 

benchmark ICDAR 2013 video, YouTube Video Text (YVT) data, ICDAR 2013, Microsoft, and MSRA arbitrary 

orientation natural scene datasets, to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in terms of re- 

call, precision, F-measure and misdetection rate. To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, the 

results are compared with the state of the art methods. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Text detection, tracking and recognition in video through mo-

bile devices is an active field of research as it facilitates human and

machine interaction to retrieve the desired information instantly in

real-time environments [1] . For example, a blind person can walk

freely on a road with his/her mobile device to reach a destina-

tion without any assistance by retrieving information about their

surroundings, which include street names, building names, park

names, traffic symbols, etc. Apart from these human-machine ap-

plications, we can see other potential real-time applications where

text detection and recognition plays a vital role, such as mul-

timedia database indexing and retrieval tasks, and text removal

in video sequences [2–4] . For example, in natural scene video

and images, texts or strings usually appear in nearby sign boards
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nd hand-held objects, which provide significant knowledge of

he surrounding environment and objects [5] . Besides, as noted in

6] , text detection in video can be used for generating relevant

atabases, where subtitles in video reduces human effort in cre-

ting databases for face recognition systems. The main reason to

raw the attention of researchers is that texts in video, such as

raphics/caption/artificial/superimposed text that is edited manu-

lly, and scene text that naturally exists, play a key role in bridg-

ng the gap between low and high level features. This is actually

he main difficulty of content-based methods for real-time robotic

pplications [5–7] . 

In general, human-machine based applications often use mo-

ile devices that have low resolution cameras for retrieving in-

ormation from images or videos [1] . Therefore, in order to meet

his requirement, we use low resolution cameras for experimen-

ation in this work. Actually, text detection from low resolution

ideos is still an open problem in the field of computer vision and

obotic applications [2–4] . To the best of our knowledge, text de-

ection from videos captured by mobile devices is still at the in-

ancy stage. This is because such videos usually suffer from lim-

ted computing power, sensor, display resolution, or memory con-
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itions in robot applications [2–4] . Therefore, the primary objective

f the proposed work is to develop an approach which can with-

tand adverse factors caused by mobile images such as low resolu-

ion, low contrast, small font, multi-oriented texts, different scripts

nd complex background for robust text detection. 

According to the literature on document analysis [5,6] , text de-

ection from scanned document images is not a new problem.

owever, the approaches developed for document image analysis

ncluding handwritten, degraded, historical document image analy-

is may not be used directly for text detection in video and natural

cene images. The reason is that those approaches work based on

he assumption that the images have either plain or homogeneous

ackgrounds with high resolution. Therefore, we can conclude that

hese approaches are sensitive to complex backgrounds. 

Several methods have been developed [8–10] for text detec-

ion in natural scene images captured by high resolution cameras,

here images usually contain high contrast texts with complex

ackgrounds. Since the images have high contrast texts, the meth-

ds use characteristics of character shapes. Therefore, the methods

ely on connected component analysis to achieve good accuracies.

owever, due to the low resolution of mobile video images with

omplex backgrounds, it is hard to preserve character shapes and

ence disconnections or the loss of shape information are often

aused. As a result, the methods may not be used for text detec-

ion in video directly [5,6] . 

To overcome the problem of low resolution and complex back-

rounds of video, some existing methods have been proposed

or text detection in video. These methods can be classified

roadly as connected component-based, texture-based and, edge

nd gradient-based methods [5,6] . Since connected component-

ased methods [11,12] require character shapes, they may not

ive good accuracies for low resolution texts with complex back-

rounds. To alleviate this problem of complex backgrounds, texture

eature-based methods have been developed [13] . These methods

re computationally expensive and their performance rests on clas-

ifier training and the number of samples. To achieve efficiency,

dge and gradient information-based methods are also developed

14] . These methods work well with less computation but are sen-

itive to the background and hence they give more false posi-

ives. In addition, most of the methods of each category only target

raphic text but not both graphics and scene texts. 

To find solution to the problems of video, such as the pres-

nce of both graphics and scene texts in different orientations, new

ethods have been developed recently [15,16] . These methods ba-

ically explore the contrast information of texts rather than the use

f text characteristics. Though the methods solve the problem of

ideo, they do not utilize temporal information of video, but rather

hey rely on individual frames. Therefore, the methods can detect

nly static texts but not moving texts in video. From the above dis-

ussions, we note that none of the existing methods give a perfect

olution to the video text detection problem. Besides, none of the

ethods use video or images captured by mobile devices for text

etection and text tracking. Therefore, there is an urgent need for

eveloping a new approach, which is capable of handling the lim-

tations of mobile video images with a good accuracy irrespective

f orientations. 

. Related work 

This section provides a literature review of the methods that

se temporal information for text detection in video. There are a

ew methods [13,17–27] exploring temporal information for video

ext detection in the literature as follows, which are unlike the

ethods mentioned in the introduction section. 

Li et al. [13] proposed a method for video text tracking based

n wavelet and moments features. Huang et al. [17] proposed a
ethod for scrolling text detection in video using temporal frames.

owever, it is limited to only scrolling texts but not the texts of

ther directions. Zhou et al. [18] exploit edge information and ge-

metrical constraints to form a coarse-to-fine methodology to de-

ne text regions. However, it is not clear as to how the method

orks for video captured by mobile devices. Mi et al. [19] proposed

 text extraction method based on multiple frames. Edge features

re explored with a similarity measure for identifying text can-

idates. Wang and Chen’s method [20] uses the spatio-temporal

avelet transform to extract text objects in video documents.

uang [21] detected video scene texts based on video temporal re-

undancy. The method performs motion detection in 30 consecu-

ive frames to synthesize a motion image. Further, video scene text

etection is implemented in each single frame to retrieve candi-

ate text regions. Huang et al. [22] proposed a method for video

ext detection using temporal frames based on motion features by

ntegrating multiple frames, which give text regions. However, this

ethod focuses on horizontal graphics texts but not multi-oriented

cene texts. Zhao et al. [23] proposed an approach for text detec-

ion using corners in video. This method proposes to use dense

orners for identifying text candidates. Liu et al. [24] proposed a

ethod for video caption text detection using stroke like edges and

patio-temporal information. Li et al. [25] proposed a method for

ideo text detection using multiple frame integration. This method

ses edge information to extract text candidates. Moseleh et al.

26] proposed an automatic inpainting scheme for video text de-

ection and removal based on a stroke width transform to identify

ext objects. 

The above literature review reveals that most of the methods

ocus on caption text and horizontal text detection and tracking,

ut not both caption and scene texts with movements. Wu et al.

27] proposed a method for detecting both caption and scene texts

n video using temporal information and Delaunay Triangulation.

owever, the scope of the method is limited to static texts having

he same direction. Similarly, optical flow based properties have

een proposed by Shivakumara et al. [28] for dynamic curved text

etection in video. The method is good when text is moving with a

tatic background but not with a moving background. In the same

ay, Wu et al. [29] proposed multi-oriented scene text line de-

ection and tracking in video based on gradient directional sym-

etry, the spatial study of Delaunay triangulation and multi-scale

ntegration. The focus of this method is text detection and track-

ng in video that are not captured by mobile cameras. Khare et al.

30] proposed a new Histogram Oriented Moments descriptor for

ulti-oriented moving text detection in video. Though the meth-

ds [29,30] address multi-oriented issue and use temporal frames

or text detection and tracking in video, they have not been tested

n mobile video. Therefore, we can infer that the existing meth-

ds are not sufficiently equipped to tackle the limitations of mobile

ideo to achieve good results. 

Recently, Khare et al. [31] and Roy et al. [32] respectively pro-

osed methods for addressing a single adverse factor such as noisy

mages generated by Laplacian operation and blur images gener-

ted by camera or text movements by proposing specific models

o improve text detection and recognition accuracies. However, the

cope of the methods is limited to video images but not images

aptured by mobile cameras with 2 Mega Pixels (MP). In addition,

he methods do not focus on utilizing temporal information. In the

ame way, Zhu et al. [33] proposed a new idea for improving text

etection accuracies in natural scene images by introducing con-

ext given by background of text information. However, the scope

f the method is limited to images captured by high resolution

ameras but not mobile cameras or video. 

Hence, in this paper, we introduce a new method based on

ractals for detecting multi-oriented texts in video using tempo-

al information. As we are inspired by the self-similarity property
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Fig. 1. Input mobile video frame containing graphics and scene text multi-fonts, 

font size and colors with a complex background (tree structure). 
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of fractals [34,35] , where it is shown that fractals are used for

enhancing object details in images, we explore fractals for video

image enhancement in the gradient domain in this work. Further-

more, fractal expansion is used in the wavelet domain in a pyramid

structure to identify text candidates of different font sizes. Then

the identified text candidates are verified by optical flow proper-

ties such as constant velocity and uniform magnitude to identify

potential text candidates. Finally, direction guided boundary grow-

ing is proposed for the detection of multi-oriented texts in video.

The main contributions of the method are two-fold: (1) Exploring

fractals in a novel way for video enhancement, which further leads

to finding text components, and (2) The use of fractal expansion

for text components in a different way for identifying text candi-

dates in the wavelet domain. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first attempt to explore fractals for text detection in low reso-

lution video captured by mobile cameras. 

3. Proposed approach 

The proposed approach extracts key frames containing texts

from video for text detection. It is noted from [6] that video is gen-

erally captured with low resolution cameras especially in mobile

devices. Therefore, to achieve good results for such video, there is

a need to enhance low contrast text pixels. Inspired by the work

presented in [34] where fractals are used for enhancing edge de-

tails of objects, we explore fractals for enhancing low contrast texts

in video for text detection in the gradient domain with the help

of interpolation techniques in this work. For a given input image,

the proposed approach produces enhanced images based on frac-

tals properties, where one can expect a wide gap between text

and non-text pixels. Since our intention is to separate text com-

ponents from non-text ones, we propose to employ k-means clus-

tering with k = 2 on an enhanced image for classifying text compo-

nents. This is valid because usually text pixels have high contrast

compared to their background. As a result, Fractals give high values

for text pixels. Therefore, k-means clustering classifies high values

into one cluster and low values into another cluster. The cluster

which gives the highest mean is considered as the text cluster. The

reason to choose k-means clustering is that it is an unsupervised

algorithm and hence it does not require predefined labeled sam-

ples, which is unlike supervised methods that require the num-

ber of samples. In addition, choosing the number of samples es-

pecially for classifying non-text pixels has no limit and boundary.

This limits the ability to work on a general task such as text de-

tection. It is true that one of the big challenges in text detection

in video is font size, color or contrast of word variation in a text

line apart from background variations [5] . One such example is

shown in Fig. 1 , where we can see multi-colored words, multi-font

sizes and complex background. To tackle such issues, we explore

fractals, further called fractal expansion in the gradient domain,

to study the characteristics of text components such as intra- and

inter-symmetry of character components to eliminate misclassified
on-text components, which results in text candidates. To handle

ulti-fonts and multi-font-size texts in video images, the proposed

pproach obtains an enhanced gray image using the above frac-

al enhancement, and then proposes wavelet decomposition in a

yramid structure for the enhanced gray image to sharpen edge

etails. It employs k-means clustering with k = 2 on the output of

avelet decomposition to obtain text components, which are sim-

lar to the text components extracted from the above enhanced

radient image. For the text components given by wavelets, the

roposed approach uses the above fractals expansion in the gra-

ient domain with intra- and inter-symmetry properties of charac-

er components to identify text candidates. Due to complex back-

rounds, sometimes, the above step may still misclassify a non-

ext candidate as a text candidate. Therefore, we propose optical

ow properties for text candidates given by the above steps with

he help of temporal information based on the fact that text pixels

ove in a particular direction with constant speeds and have al-

ost uniform values to eliminate false text candidates. This results

n Potential Text Candidates (PTCs). To group potential text candi-

ates into text lines of any direction, we propose direction-guided

oundary growing, which traverses along the text direction to ex-

ract text lines. This outputs text detection. 

In summary, the proposed approach consists of five steps,

amely, Fractals in the Gradient domain for Text Components (F-

C), which involves Image Enhancement (IE-Gradient) and k-means

lustering, Fractals Expansion in the Gradient domain for Text Can-

idates (FE-TC), which exploits the self-similarity property of frac-

als to extract intra- and inter-symmetry of character components

o eliminate misclassified non-text components, Wavelet decom-

osition for text candidates detection (WD-TC) in multi-font-size

ext images, which involves Image Enhancement in the Gray do-

ain (IE-Gray), FE-TC, Optical flow for Potential Text Candidates

PTC), which explores optical flow properties such as velocity and

he direction for eliminating non-text candidates, Direction Guided

oundary Growing (DGBG) for text line extraction, which uses the

irection of PTC and the spacing between the PTC for text line ex-

raction of any direction. This outputs text detection with a bound-

ng box for text lines in the image. The flow of the proposed ap-

roach can be seen in Fig. 2 . 

.1. Fractals in gradient for text components through image 

nhancement 

It is a fact that fractal geometry was developed to provide the

eans to study irregular objects compared to conventional classi-

al geometry [35] because fractals are capable of representing nat-

ral scenes. It measures the changes in details at different scales,

nd gives an estimation of the self-similarity of the fractal object,

.e., the ability of the object to keep the same detail when scaled

p in contrast to classical geometry where the fractal dimension

s an integer. This observation motivated us to propose fractals for

nhancement and then text candidate selection because in the case

f text components, the values of text pixels are almost the same

t the component level and hence they can be extracted by esti-

ating the self-similarity at different scales with fractals. The key

actor of fractals is to find the fractal dimension [34] . The princi-

le of fractal dimension is based on the fact that the number of

egments N is proportionally related to the scale factor S , i.e.: 

 ∝ s −D (1)

here D is the corresponding fractal dimension. By rearranging

q. (1) , the value of the fractal dimension is calculated as follows:

o g s N = −D = 

log N 

log S 
(2)
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Fig. 2. Pipe-line of the proposed approach. 

Fig. 3. Enhancement by super-resolution using the scaling factor n = 2 : (a) Enhanced gray image for the image (IE-Gray) in Fig. 1 and (b) Gradient image of the enhanced 

gray image (IE-Gradient) in Fig. 3 (a). 
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To calculate fractals, the dimension for an image is as follows.

et an image f ( x ): x ∈ R 2 be modeled as the pair ( X, μ) where X

s the fractal set, and μ is the corresponding measure of the set.

n this work X is the union of fractal sets, each of which is com-

osed of all the points that have the same gradient value, and μ is

he number of those points. We consider the fractal dimensions of

ll the fractal sets in X together to form a multi-fractal spectrum

MFS) vector. This vector gives a global fractal analysis of the image

nd reflects the irregularity of the image. However, this work re-

uires local fractal analysis but not global fractal analysis to study

he image. 

To determine the local fractal dimension of a pixel x ∈ R 2 , a for-

ula similar to Eq. (1) is used such as in the following: 

( B r ( x ) ) ∝ ( 2 r ) 
D (3) 

here B r ( x ) is a square of length r centered at pixel x. μ( B r ( x )) is

he measure supported on B r ( x ). Similar to Eq. (2) , the local fractal

imension is calculated as follows: 

 ( x ) = lim 

r→ 0 

log μ( B r ( x ) ) 

log 2 r 
(4) 

Theoretically, when r → 0 the local fractal dimension D ( x ) will

onverge and will be the same in [34] . 

In order to enhance image details using super-resolution, the

ractal dimension of an image should be scale-invariant [34] . The

ollowing formula is used to enhance the interpolated gradient im-

ge based on the invariance assumption of local fractal dimension

nd length. 

rad ( f h ( y ) ) s = βe 

∥∥∥grad 

(
ˆ f h ( y ) 

)∥∥∥∥∥∥grad 

(
ˆ f h ( y ) 

)α∥∥∥ + 0 . 01 

(
grad 

(
ˆ f h ( y ) 

))α

(5) 

here ˆ f h is the interpolated up-sampled image, f h is the enhanced

p-sampled image. βe , α are the enlarging and sharpening parame-

ers, respectively, which are calculated as per the instructions given

n [34] . grad (.) is the gradient of the respective image. 
The estimation of the high resolution enhanced image is per-

ormed by solving the following optimization problem with vari-

ble f : 

f h = arg min 

f 

∥∥∥G ∗ f − ˆ f h 

∥∥∥2 

2 
+ λ‖ 

( ∇ x f h ) s ‖ 

2 
2 + λ

∥∥( ∇ y f h ) s 

∥∥2 

2 
(6) 

here G is a Gaussian smoothing kernel, and 

ˆ f h is the estimated

mage using bi-cubic interpolation. ( ∇ x f h ) s and ( ∇ y f h ) s are the di-

ectional differentials extracted from grad ( f h ( y )) s . The operation 

∗

s a conventional 2D convolution operator. λ is a regularization

erm. 

In this work, we use the scaling factor n = 2 to enlarge the first

rame using super-resolution as shown in Fig. 3 , where we can

ee the enhanced gray image and its gradient image. This step en-

ances the contrast of text pixels considerably. 

The effect of enhancement for video frames can be seen in

ig. 4 , where we plot line graphs for the red line shown in

igs. 4 (a) and (b), respectilvey (see Figs. 4 (c) and (d)). It is observed

rom Figs. 4 (c) and (d) that the line graphs of the enhanced im-

ge give sharp peaks compared to the line graphs in Fig. 4 (c) be-

ause of the enhancement of low contrast text pixels by the frac-

al enhancement process. In this way, the proposed method en-

ances low contrast text information in mobile video frames. How-

ver, gray values are sensitive to backround variations. Therefore,

e consider a gradient image of the enhanced gray image (EI-

radient) for the separation of text and non-text pixels. This is

ecause the gradient operation involves the first order derivative

hich gives high positive values for high contrast pixels near or at

he edges by supressing background pixels as shown in Fig. 3 (b),

here one can see that the edge pixels are sharpened as compared

o the pixels in Fig. 3 (a). 

It is noted from the above process that the gap between text

nd non-text pixels is widened in the IE-Gradient image. Since our

bjective is to separate text pixels from non-text ones, we propose

-means clustering with k = 2 for IE-Gradient, which outputs two

lusters. We consider the cluster that gives the high mean as a

ext cluster as shown in Fig. 5 (a), where one can notice that almost
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(a) Input image                   (b) Enhanced Gray image (IE-Gray)

(c) Graph for the dashed line in (a) (d) Graph for the dashed line in (b)

Fig. 4. Illustrating the effect of enhancement by super-resolution: (a) Dimension of the image in (a) is (640 × 352) and (b) Dimension of the image in (b) is (1280 × 704). 

Line graphs in (c) and (d) represent pixel index vs values of the dashed line over (a) and (b), respectively. 

(a). High contrast cluster (text cluster)(b) Low contrast cluster (non-text cluster)

Fig. 5. Text components using k-means clustering on the IE-Gradient image in Fig. 3 (b). 
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all the text pixels are classified into the text cluster, and the other

cluster is considered as a non-text one as shown in Fig. 5 (b), where

it is noted that non-text pixels are classified into this cluster. It is

expected that a text cluster should contain text pixels. Due to com-

plex backgrounds, non-text pixels are also classified as text pixels

as shown in Fig. 5 (a). This shows that the pixels which represent

noise created by the background may not be classified into non-

text clusters, rather they are classified as text clusters. Therefore, if

we use k = 3, there is a high chance of losing text pixels because

text pixels may have neither high values nor low values. Hence, we

prefer k = 2 for text pixel classification from the EI-Gradient image,

which we call text components. To remove non-text candidates in

Fig. 5 (a), we propose fractal expansion to extract intra- and inter-

symmetry properties of character components for text components
r  
n the text cluster, which results in text candidates. This will be

iscussed in the next section. 

.2. Fractal expansion in the gradient domain for text candidates 

As noted from the previous section, for the input image, the

roposed approach detects text components from the IE-Gradient

mage as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Fig. 5 (a) shows that a few non-text

omponents are misclassified as text components due to back-

round variations in the video image. To remove such false text

omponents, we propose fractal expansion to study the character-

stics of text components such that non-text components can be

educed. As mentioned in the Proposed Approach Section, the self-

imilarity of fractals can be explored to extract features, which rep-

esent character components, such as intra- and inter-symmetry
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(b) Expansion r=5(a) Expansion r=3 

(c) Expansion r=7 (d) Expansion r=9

Fig. 6. Fractal expansion for one pixel in the gradient domain. The value for a specific square length is obtained for the center pixel by multiplying the values of pixels 

inside the square with corresponding Gaussian smoothing kernel values and then taking the sum. 
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 8 directions from the centroid 

Fig. 7. Studying the characteristics of the text components and the background by 

the fractal expansion Algorithm 1 in different directions. 
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roperties. Therefore, the output of this step is considered as the

ext candidates (FE-TC). 

The idea of the expanding algorithm is to study the effects of

 pixel on neighboring pixels when enhancing the image. In other

ords, this algorithm gives an insight of how a single pixel is re-

eated in the gradient domain at different scales. 

We consider a square window of a constant length r ∈ Z cen-

ered at the pixel in the enhanced gradient image. Then we com-

ute the weighted sum g r of all the values of the pixels inside this

indow. Thus for different square lengths, the method produces

ifferent outputs for each given pixel. Each output corresponding

o a specific square length makes a sample point as in the follow-

ng: 

 x = { ( r, g r ) } r ∈ Z (7) 

here S x is the set of the sample point for pixel x , and r is the

ength of the square. For example, Fig. 6 (a)–(d) illustrate how a set

f sample points are calculated for the center of the pixel of the

mage at different r values. This process continues till it reaches

he boundary of the image. This process is called fractal expansion.

he weighted sum is calculated by multiplying the gradient values

nside the window of size r with values of a symmetric Gaussian

moothing kernel G of the same size as in Eq. (8) : 

 ( x, y ) = 

1 

2 πσ 2 
e −

x 2 + y 2 
2 σ2 (8) 

here σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. x

nd y are the distances from the origin of the window in the hor-

zontal axis and the vertical axis, respectively. 

The proposed method employs the expanding process on each

ext component in the text cluster image in Fig. 5 (a) to study the

haracteristics of text components. The sample text components

f “es” in the gradient domain are shown in Fig. 7 . It is a fact

hat a text component exhibits uniform spacing between character

omponents (inter symmetry), constant stroke width distance (in-

ra symmetry) throughout each character component [8,26] , and

 uniform value for the whole character component. To extract

uch observations, we consider the center pixel of a text com-

onent as the starting pixel for applying an expansion algorithm,
hich computes the radius and weighted sum as described above

or every pixel in the 8 directions as shown Fig. 7 , respectively. To

nd the weighted sum of the expansion of each pixel in the re-

pective directions, we consider only the difference between the

urrent weighted sum and the previous one (which corresponds

o the weighted sum at the current length - 1) as the weighted

um for the current length. This is because the expansion algo-

ithm includes the previous pixel value given by the expansion al-

orithm for computing the weighted sum for the current pixel. As

xpansion grows, the expansion algorithm computes the weighted

ums in a cumulative manner. To realize the significance of a set

f weighted sums of the pixels of respective directions, we plot

ine graph pixels vs weighted sums for the horizontal direction as

hown in Figs. 8 (a) and (b), where one can notice that Fig. 8 (a)

ives peaks which exhibit a periodic property for the consecu-

ive pixels, while Fig. 8 (b) does not. Since character components

ave intra- and inter-symmetry, where the edge appears, the frac-

als expansion algorithm gives high peaks and where there is a

pace or background, fractal expansion gives low peaks. When we

tudy such peaks in all the 8 directions, if a component is a text

ne, we can see periodic peaks with constant distances and almost

he same height, as opposed to non-periodic peaks as shown in

igs. 8 (a) and (b), for the text component, “es”, respectively. The

roposed approach checks this periodic property in all the 8 direc-

ions. If all the directions exhibit at least one periodic property,
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(a) Text pixel’s chart (b) Non-text pixel’s chart 

Fig. 8. Periodic property by fractal expansion in the gradient domain for text and non-text components in different directions shown in Fig. 7 . 

Algorithm 1 Fractal expansion process for 8 directions. 

Input: Text component detected (F-TC) by the step presented in Section 3.1, where k-means clustering has been employed on the IE-Gradient image to obtain a text 

cluster as shown in Fig. 5 (a). 

1. For every component in the high cluster of the enhanced gradient H 0 do the following: 

a. Apply the expanding algorithm horizontally. 

b. If the component passes (a) then go to (c), else remove the component. 

c. For each of the 8 possible directions in Fig. 7 : 

(i) For every pixel x located at the straight line of the current direction, use the expanding algorithm to find S x = { ( r, g r − g r−1 ) } r ∈ Z 
for all the discrete values r = 1 to R with a step of 2 where R is limited by the borders of the bounding box of the component. 

(ii) Find all the sequences of consecutive pixels with a given length (ex. two consecutive pixels) that have the same peaks and the same distances 

between peaks. 

d. If the number of the directions that have at least one sequence is sufficient enough, then consider the component as a possible text candidate. Otherwise 

remove the component. 

2. Produce the final output of the expanding tests, which represent fractal analysis of the components. 

Output: Text candidates that satisfy the periodic property (FE-TC). 
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then the proposed approach considers it as a text candidate, or

else it considers it a false text candidate. In this way, fractal ex-

pansion helps to extract characteristics, which represent the local

structure of character components to identify text candidates. Al-

gorithmic steps for obtaining a periodic property for the text com-

ponent in 8 directions can be seen in Algorithm 1 . 

3.3. Fractal expansion in the wavelet domain for multi-font-size text 

candidates 

Section 3.1 presents fractals in the gradient domain for im-

age enhancement (IE-Gradient), which gives text components (F-

C). For each text component in text clusters, fractal expansion

in the gradient domain presented in Section 3.2 gives text can-

didates, which are called FE-TCs. These two steps work well for

the images that have a uniform font and font size. This is be-

cause Fractals expansion is explored to study local structure of

the character components by extracting inter and inter symmetry

properties to identify the text candidates. However, this process is

not robust to multi-font, multi-font size. In general, video frames

and natural scene images contain texts of different fonts and font

sizes. To strengthen the proposed approach, we propose wavelet

decomposition at different levels to identify text candidates, which

is called WD-TC. To achieve this, the proposed approach employs

wavelet decomposition on IE-Gray images and then uses the in-

verse wavelet transform to reconstruct IE-Gray images at different
evels. Note that an IE-Gray image is obtained by the algorithm

resented in Section 3.1 . It employs k-means clustering with k = 2

s discussed in Section 3.1 on the reconstructed images to obtain

ext components. For each text component, the proposed approach

nvokes the same FE-TC algorithm which uses fractal enhance-

ent presented in Section 3.1 and fractal expansion presented in

ection 3.2 to identify text candidates, which is called WD-TC. In

his way, the approach identifies text candidates for the images of

ifferent fonts and font sizes. In other words, the proposed wavelet

ecomposition extracts the global structure of components, while

ractal expansion extracts the local structure of components. As a

esult, we integrate both the advantages to identify text candidates.

ased on the experimental results, we noticed that two levels are

nough to achieve good results. Note that we have used the Haar

avelet in this work as it is good at analyzing the textual proper-

ies of images [13,15] . 

For the orthogonal wavelet representation for two dimensions

f an image, A 

d 
1 

f in the pyramid structure, there is a set of 3 J + 1

iscrete images as in Eq. (9) : 

A 

d 
2 − j f, 

(
D 

1 
2 j 

f 
)

−−J≤ j≤−1 
, 

(
D 

2 
2 j 

f 
)

−−J≤ j≤−1 
, 
(
D 

3 
2 j 

f 
)

−−J≤ j≤−1 

)
 or any J > 0 

(9)

here: 

 

1 
2 j 

f = 

((
f ( x, y ) ∗ ψ 

j 
1 ( x, y ) 

) (
2 

− j n, 2 

− j m 

))
( n,m ) ∈ Z 2 (10)
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(b) Text candidates (WT-TC) for Level-0, Level-1 and Level-2 

(a)     Level-0                                   Level-1                        Level-2  

(c) Merging text candidates of different levels  

Fig. 9. WT-TC for multi-font, multi-font-size text in a video image. 
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2 
2 j 

f = 

((
f ( x, y ) ∗ ψ 

j 
2 ( x, y ) 

) (
2 

− j n, 2 

− j m 

))
( n,m ) ∈ Z 2 (11) 

 

3 
2 j 

f = 

((
f ( x, y ) ∗ ψ 

j 
3 ( x, y ) 

) (
2 

− j n, 2 

− j m 

))
( n,m ) ∈ Z 2 (12) 

here image A 

d 
2 − j f is the coarse approximation at resolution 2 − j ,

nd D 

k 
2 j 

f gives the detailed signals for different orientations and

esolutions (i.e. their number is 3 J : three images for each resolu-

ion). Thus we can say that an image A 

d 
2 j+1 f is decomposed into

 

d 
2 j 

f , D 

1 
2 j 

f , D 

2 
2 j 

f , and D 

3 
2 j 

f , where these four images correspond

o the lowest frequencies in both directions, vertical high frequen-

ies, horizontal high frequencies, and high frequencies in both di-

ections, respectively. Those four components are used to recon-

truct image A 

d 
2 j+1 f using a pyramidal algorithm similar to the re-

onstruction in one dimensional wavelet transforms. 

Detecting text candidates using wavelet decomposition (WD-TC)

s illustrated in Fig. 9 , where (a) denotes different levels of IE-

ray images, (b) gives text candidates (WD-TC) corresponding to

he levels in (a) after applying FE-TC on text components given by

-means clustering on reconstructed images, and (c) shows the fi-

al merged text candidates from different levels. Interestingly, we

ote from Fig. 9 (b) that the numeral “518” is missing on Level-0

nd Level-1, but it is detected on Level-2 because this numeral has

 different contrast and color compared to the other components.

his is the advantage of wavelet decomposition, which helps in ex-

racting text candidates of different font sizes, colors and contrasts.

he text candidate image shown in Fig. 9 (c) is the input for the

ext step to eliminate false text candidates. 

.4. Optical flow for potential text candidates 

Fig. 9 (c) shows that preventing false text candidates completely

s hard due to the unpredictable nature of backgrounds and text
ppearance in video. Besides, since the Fractals expansion extract

eatures based on self-similarity pattern, the objects like tree struc-

ure in background may be misclassified as text candidates. It is

lso true that video provides temporal information. Furthermore,

ach text component in video generally moves with a constant ve-

ocity and uniform direction for a few frames because it has to be

egible and visible to readers [28,29] . Therefore, we propose to ex-

lore optical flow-based properties for text candidate verification

ith the help of temporal information because optical flow helps

s to extract velocity and direction of each text candidate regard-

ess of shapes and patterns of the components. It is noted that

riginally optical flow has been used for measuring velocities of

ovements of brightness patterns in video [36] . Inspired by this,

e propose an iterative algorithm to determine optical flow which

e call an HS algorithm. This algorithm considers text candidates

s brightness patterns in video frames. The proposed method finds

he rate of change of each text candidate and further summarizes

he total error for the rate of changes. The total error value is used

or finding the optical flow between text candidates in different

emporal frames. To make optical flow robust to noisy text candi-

ates, which may exist due to background variations, we introduce

 special weighting factor, say, α to control error values between

ext candidates. It can be formulated as follows. Let u, v be the

wo optical flow velocities of text candidates where u = d x i / dt , and

 = d y i / dt for all the pixels (x i , y i ) of the text candidates in the im-

ge. The total error function to be minimized is given in Eq. (13) :

2 = 

∫ ∫ 
( α2 �2 

c + �2 
b ) dx dy (13) 

2 
c = 

(
∂u 

∂x 

)2 

+ 

(
∂u 

∂y 

)2 

+ 

(
∂v 

∂x 

)2 

+ 

(
∂v 

∂y 

)2 

(14) 

b = E x u + E y v + E t (15)
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(b) Non

-

text candidate and its velocity magnitude histogram

 

(a) Text candidate and its velocity magnitude histogram

Fig. 10. Optical flow properties of moving text and non-text candidates. 
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where �2 
c is the measure of the departure from smoothness in the

velocity flow, �b is the sum of the errors for the rate of brightness

change. E x , E y and E t are the partial derivatives of the text candi-

dates in the image with respect to (w.r.t.) x, y and time t in the

sequence, respectively, and α is the weighting factor to control the

error. 

In this way, the proposed method computes optical flow of text

candidates in temporal frames to eliminate false text candidates.

First, the proposed method computes the optical flow between the

first frame and the second frame. Then it considers the second and

the third frames and finds another optical flow. After that, the al-

gorithm checks the difference between the two computed optical

flows. This process continues between every two successive frames

until the difference in the optical flows between the frames is suf-

ficiently small (converges). The text candidates that satisfy optical

flow convergence are considered for extracting textual properties

for verification. For these text candidates, the proposed method

plots histogram pixels vs velocity magnitude on the velocity of the

pixels in the text candidates as shown in Fig. 10 , where we can see

Fig. 10 (a) shows the velocity of most of the pixels of a text can-

didate is close to zero, while Fig. 10 (b) shows the velocity of the

pixels of a non-text candidate varies as the candidate moves. This

is one property used for eliminating false text candidates. Simi-

larly, we also use the angle histogram of the pixels of each text

candidate using the formula θ = atan 2 ( u, v ) , where u, v are ve-

locity components for pixels as shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 (a) shows

that dense distribution tends to be a normal distribution because

every pixel in a text candidate gets almost the same angle. Since

the pixels of a text candidate give almost a uniform velocity, the

distribution of angles of the pixels tends to be a normal distribu-

tion, while for a non-text candidate, a scattered angle histogram

and distribution can have any shape as shown in Fig. 11 (b). If a

text candidate in the image satisfies these two optical flow-based
roperties then it is considered as a potential text candidate, else a

alse text candidate. The effect of false text candidate removal can

e seen in Fig. 12 , where it can be noted that non-text candidates

re removed compared to Fig. 9 (c). 

In summary, using optical flow, the proposed approach extracts

eatures that represent text-based, text pixel direction and move-

ent in temporal frames to eliminate false text candidates. 

.5. Direction guided boundary growing for text detection 

Potential Text Candidates (PTCs) are detected by the previous

tep. Next, with these PTCs, we need to extract text lines of any

rientation. When we look at the directions of two to three com-

onent groups in a text line, the groups exhibit almost the same

irection. However, when we take the whole text line, the direc-

ion may differ much substantially as compared to the groups. This

bservation is true for any orientation including curved text lines

uch as “STARBUCKS” . This clue leads to the proposal of a new

irection Guided Boundary Growing (DGBG) scheme for multi-

riented text line extraction from video. 

The proposed DGBG fixes a bounding box for each PTC in the

mage and then it grows pixel by pixel until it finds the nearest

hite pixel. Next, the proposed DGBG merges two components as

ne component and then finds the angle for this merged compo-

ent. Note that before calculating the angle, DGBG checks whether

 merged component is enough to compute an angle or not based

n an iterative method, which calculates angle differences of com-

onents before terminating [15] . Once DGBG gets the angle of the

erged component, it grows the boundary of the second compo-

ent in the angle direction to find the nearest neighbor component

ather than growing in all the directions. This process continues

ntil the end of the text line. The end of the text line is determined

ased on the space between words and text lines. The threshold
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(b) Non-text component  (a) Text component  

Fig. 11. The distribution of angle histogram for text and non-text candidates. 

Fig. 12. The final text candidates after removing false positives using optical flow. 
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alue is calculated based on the fact that the space between two

ext lines is larger than the space between words and characters

15,16] . The advantage of this DGBG is that it extracts words as

ell as text lines of any orientation. Fig. 13 (a) shows one exam-

le for word extraction, where DGBG fixes the bounding boxes for

he words in it. Similarly, Fig. 13 (b) shows examples of text line

xtraction by fixing the bounding boxes for the text lines. 

The effect of direction guided boundary growing can be seen

n Fig. 14 , where one can notice the two horizontal text lines are

ery close to each other. The proposed DGBG moves along the text

ine direction as shown in Fig. 14 (a) without touching another text

ine since it involves the direction followed by growing. The final

esult can be seen in Fig. 14 (b), where two text lines are extracted

orrectly. For the same image, when we use DGBG without direc-

ion, it fixes one bounding box for the two text lines as shown in

ig. 14 (c). This is the advantage of the proposed DGBG. 

In summary, since video or natural scene images may contain

exts of any direction, after finding PTC, we need some criteria to

roup PTC to extract text lines from the image. Therefore, DGBG is

roposed to traverse along text directions to fix the bounding box

or the text line of any direction as shown in Fig. 14 (b). The main

dvantage of DGBG is that when two text lines are close to each

ther and if both the text lines are touching at some point, the

lgorithm fixes bounding boxes correctly for each text line. 

. Experimental results 

We consider three types of datasets for evaluating the pro-

osed method, namely, (1) Video captured by a mobile camera (2

ega pixels) created by us to test the effectiveness on poor qual-
ty frames as in robotic applications, (2) Benchmark video from the

CDAR 2013 dataset [37] and benchmark YouTube Video Text data

38] to validate the proposed method on both low and high res-

lution frames, and (3) Benchmark datasets from the ICDAR 2013

atural scene dataset [37] , Microsoft [8] and MSRA [39] to test the

ffectiveness of the proposed method on high resolution camera-

ased images. The datasets that fall in the first category include

ifferent contrasts, backgrounds, fonts, font sizes and orientations.

he datasets that fall in the second category comprise benchmark

ideo from ICDAR 2013 which involves video captured by different

evices and most of the texts are in linear directions and bench-

ark video from YouTube Text Data (YVT) which involves scene

exts of different background complexities. The datasets that fall

n the third category comprise benchmark ICDAR 2013 scenes data

hich contains high resolution images with different background

omplexities of large font size variations; the benchmark Microsoft

ataset that contains street view text images with complex back-

rounds of trees, buildings, roads, skies, etc., and the benchmark

SRATD-500 dataset that consists of arbitrarily-oriented text lines

f different scripts. In this way, we considered diverse datasets

o test the proposed method’s ability on poor quality low resolu-

ion, and high resolution frames, and the frames with arbitrarily-

riented text lines or with multi-lingual texts. 

We consider four standard measures, namely, recall, precision,

-measure, midsection rate (MDR) and Average Processing Time

APT) which is the mean processing time taken for each image

or measuring the performance of the proposed method. Since our

obile video dataset and three different video datasets do not

ave ground truth, we manually count actual text blocks (ground

ruth), the number of text blocks detected by the text detection

ethod, and false positives. We follow the definitions given in

9,13,14] for calculating the above measures. 

The Actual Number of Text Blocks (ATB) is the ground truth

hich gives the total number of text lines in frames. Truly De-

ected Block (TDB) contains texts, while the Falsely Detected Block

FDB) contains non-texts. A Text block that misses texts of 20% is

onsidered as a Misdetection Blocks (MDB). Based on these defini-

ions of text blocks detected by the proposed method, the perfor-

ance measures are defined as follows: 

Recall (R) = TDB/ ATB, 

Precision (P) = TDB/ (TDB + FDB), 

F-measure (F) = 2 P R/ (P + R), and 

Misdetection Rate (MDR) = MDB/TDB. 
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(a) Word detection               (b) Text line detection 

Fig. 13. Text detection using DGBG on PTC. 

(b) Extraction with DGBG                (c) Extraction without DGBG

(a) DGBG for the first text line extraction

Fig. 14. Effect of direction guided growing for text line detection. 
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For natural scene datasets, since the ground truth and evalua-

tion scheme are available for calculating measures, we follow the

standard evaluation scheme given in the ICDAR 2013 robust read-

ing competition [37] and the ground truth for calculations. How-

ever, for the MSRA dataset, we follow the instructions given in

[39] for calculating the measures because the results are reported

at the text line level with the standard evaluation scheme but not

at the word level as in the ICDAR 2013 and Microsoft datasets. 

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed technique,

we compared it with the state-of-the-art methods, namely, Li

et al.’s method [13] , which uses moments and wavelet combina-

tion for text detection in video, Zhao et al.’s method [23] which

uses corner-based features and optical flow for caption text de-

tection in video, Mosleh et al.’s method [26] which uses stroke

width transform and inpainting for text detection and text removal,

Epshtein et al.’s method [8] which proposes stroke width transform

for text detection from natural scene images, Wu et al.’s method

[29] which is developed for text detection tracking in video us-

ing Delaunay triangulation, and Yao et al.’s method [39] which

uses an improved version of the stroke width transform for non-

horizontal text detection from natural scene images. Since the first

three methods use key frames and temporal frames for text detec-

tion, we compared these methods for all the experiments. Despite

the fact that Epshtein et al.’s method is developed for text detec-

tion in natural scene images, we compared this method for text

detection in video, as well as natural scene images as it is consid-

ered to be the state-of-the-art method for both video as well as

natural scene images. We report the results of Wu et al.’s method
or ICDAR video and natural scene data, and Yao et al’s method

or MSRATD-500 data to compare them with the proposed method

ecause we follow the same evaluation criteria and dataset as in

29,39] for calculating the measures. 

.1. Analyzing the contribution of each step of the approach 

We created our dataset using a mobile camera which cap-

ured 10 0 0 different videos of about one second with different

ext types. The mobile camera is of 2 MP, 30 fps video record-

ng with dimensions (640 × 352). In summary, our dataset includes

33 static graphic text videos, 338 dynamic graphic text videos,

57 static camera scene text videos, and 172 dynamic camera

cene text videos. The major steps of the proposed method are

mplementing fractals in the gradient domain for frame enhance-

ent and text component detection (IE-Gradient), fractal expan-

ion in the gradient domain to extract intra- and inter-symmetry

roperties, which represent character components to identify text

andidates from text components (FE-TC). The purpose of using

he same image enhancement approach and fractal expansion in

he wavelet domain is to identify potential text candidates, which

re independent of fonts, font size, and optical flow-based textual

roperties. 

To understand the contributions of the above steps, we con-

ucted experiments on our dataset (10 0 0 videos) separately by cal-

ulating recall, precision, F-measure and Misdetection rate as re-

orted in Table 1 . It is observed from Table 1 that the proposed

pproach gives good results compared to those of the other steps.
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(a) Input image   (b) Proposed approach            (c) With intensity        (d) Without wavelet           (e) Without optical flow  

Fig. 15. Qualitative text detection results to show the effectiveness of each experiment listed in Table 1 . 

Table 1 

Analyzing each step of the proposed method on our 10 0 0 mobile video data. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .70 0 .81 0 .75 0 .18 1 .4 

With Intensity 0 .45 0 .71 0 .54 0 .18 1 .2 

Without Wavelet 0 .56 0 .84 0 .67 0 .21 1 .2 

Without Optical Flow 0 .71 0 .74 0 .72 0 .20 1 .3 
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Table 2 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on our 10 0 0 mobile 

video data. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .70 0 .81 0 .75 0 .18 1 .2 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .49 0 .72 0 .50 0 .30 3 .4 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .77 0 .80 0 .78 0 .18 0 .8 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .68 0 .78 0 .71 0 .10 1 .0 

Mosleh et al. [ 26 ] 0 .70 0 .73 0 .71 0 .13 1 .3 
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he proposed approach with intensity values scored low recalls

ompared to those of the proposed approach with gradient be-

ause intensity values are sensitive to color, while the gradient is

ot. In this experiment, the proposed approach uses only the en-

anced gray image (IE-Gray) instead of the gradient image for text

andidate detection using fractal expansion and wavelet decompo-

ition. Similarly, the proposed approach without wavelets scored

ow recalls compared to those of the proposed approach because

t loses text candidates when the frame contains different text

ont sizes. In this experiment, the proposed approach uses only IE-

radient images and fractal expansion FE-TC for text candidate de-

ection without wavelet decomposition (WD-TC). In the same way,

he proposed approach without optical flow-based properties gives

ow recall, precision and F-measure compared to the proposed ap-

roaches. This is due to false positives created by complex back-

rounds. In this experiment, the proposed approach finds text can-

idates (WD-TC) from the input image and sends them to DGBG to

xtract text lines without eliminating false positives. In this way,

he proposed method is insensitive to multiple colors, fonts, font

izes, contrasts and orientations. It may be noted from Table 1 that

PT in seconds is almost the same for all the steps. To visualize the

ffectiveness of each experiment listed in Table 1 , we present sam-

le qualitative results in Fig. 15 , where we can see that the pro-

osed approach detects text well in the input image in Fig. 15 (a)

s shown in Fig. 15 (b); the proposed approach with intensity and

ithout wavelet decomposition misses text compared to the re-

ults of the proposed approach as shown in Figs. 15 (c) and (d), re-

pectively, and the proposed approach without optical flow gives

ore false positives as shown in Fig. 15 (e). This shows that each

tep makes a contribution to achieve better results for the com-

lex text detection problem. 

.2. Experiments on our mobile data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are shown in

ig. 16 , where one can see different inputs for different situations.

he results of the proposed method are also shown. It is noted

rom the experimental results in Fig. 14 that the proposed method

etects texts well for all the situations. The quantitative results of

he proposed and existing methods are reported in Table 2 , where

t can be seen that the proposed method is the best at precision,

ut low at recall and F-measure compared to Li et al.’s method.

his is because Li et al.’s method is capable of handling arbitrary

ovements of texts in video, while the proposed method some-
imes loses text components when the text has large movements.

herefore, there is a scope for the improvement of the proposed

ethod in the future. However, misdetection rates of the proposed

nd Li et al.’s method are the same. The proposed method ranks in

he third position in terms of APT because of Fractal expansion and

he direction of the guided steps. The other existing methods re-

ort low results compared to the proposed and Li et al.’s methods

ecause Zhao et al.’s and Mosleh et al.’s methods focus on caption

exts but not scene texts in video, while Epshtein et al.’s method is

eveloped for high resolution camera-based scene images but not

ideo. 

.3. Experiments on benchmark video datasets 

We test the ability of the proposed method for text detection

n video, where we can expect low resolution with complex back-

rounds in contrast to mobile video where we can expect poor

uality, low resolution and complex backgrounds. Therefore, as dis-

ussed in Section 4 , we consider two benchmark video datasets,

amely, the ICDAR 2013 video which contains both caption and

cene texts in video, and the YVT video dataset which contains

nly scene texts in video. The ICDAR2013 dataset [37] includes

5 test videos captured by special cameras, where the texts are

f different languages such as Spanish, French, and English. The

ideos are captured by different camera devices to get a diversi-

ed dataset. The duration of the videos varies from 5 seconds as

he minimum to 1 minute and six seconds as the maximum with

he number of frames as 162 and 1980, respectively. Similarly, the

ouTube Video Text (YVT) dataset [38] contains 30 videos of 15

econds length with 30 frames per second and HD 720P quality.

e can conclude that the ICDAR 2013 video dataset provides sub-

tantial variation in contrast and resolution, while the YVT pro-

ides high resolution videos. 

.3.1. Experiments on ICDAR 2013 video data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are shown

n Fig. 17 for the frames of small font texts with different back-

rounds. It can be seen in Fig. 17 that the proposed method

isses several examples of text in the frames. Since videos are cap-

ured by different camera devices in different situations, the data

ontains more contrast variations compared to the Mobile video

ataset. In addition, the proposed method is developed to han-

le the videos captured by mobile cameras. Therefore, the pro-
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(b)  Text detection of the proposed approach 

(a) Input mobile video frames from our dataset

Fig. 16. Sample qualitative results of the proposed approach on our dataset. 

(b) Text detection results of the proposed method for ICDAR 2013 and YVT video frames 

  (a)  ICDAR 2013 video data                             YVT video data 

Fig. 17. Sample qualitative results of the proposed method on ICDAR 2013 and YVT video datasets. 

Table 3 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on ICDAR2013 Video 

dataset. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .57 0 .61 0 .59 0 .17 1 .3 

Wu et al. [ 29 ] 0 .68 0 .63 0 .65 —- 1 .3 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .32 0 .23 0 .27 0 .23 3 .4 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .67 0 .25 0 .36 0 .20 0 .8 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .47 0 .48 0 .47 0 .14 0 .9 

Mosleh et al. [ 26 ] 0 .49 0 .50 0 .49 0 .16 1 .2 
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posed method misses some text and hence poor results are re-

ported in Table 3 compared to Table 2 . Table 3 shows that the

proposed method achieves the best results for recall, precision and

F-measure compared to the existing methods except Wu et al.’s

method. Li et al.’s method scores low results compared to the Mo-

bile video data because the method is developed and trained with
 classifier for English texts but not different language texts. Since

hao et al.’s and Mosleh et al.’s methods focused on caption texts

n English, the methods report low results compared to the pro-

osed method. In the same way, since Epshtein et al.’s method

s developed for natural scene text detection, the method reports

ow results. However, Epshtein et al.’s method is the best at MDR

ompared to all the methods including the proposed method as it

oes not involve any expensive steps and works at the edge com-

onent level. Wu et al.’s method is the best at recall, precision

nd F-measure compared to all the methods because it has the

bility to find motion status of text in video. On the other hand,

ince the proposed method is developed for mobile video, it gives

lightly poor results compared to Wu et al.’s method. However, the

roposed method is the best in terms of recall, precision and F-

easure compared to other methods. The proposed method ranks

ourth when we consider the time parameter. 
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Table 4 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on the YVT scene text 

video dataset. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .73 0 .79 0 .76 0 .20 1 .2 

Wu et al. [ 29 ] 0 .73 0 .81 0 .77 – 1 .3 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .41 0 .34 0 .37 0 .28 3 .1 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .57 0 .32 0 .41 0 .17 0 .7 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .76 0 .68 0 .72 0 .11 1 .0 

Mosleh et al. [ 26 ] 0 .79 0 .72 0 .75 0 .12 1 .1 
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Table 5 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on ICDAR 2013 scene 

text data. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .65 0 .79 0 .71 0 .12 1 .2 

Wu et al. [ 29 ] 0 .70 0 .76 0 .73 – 1 .2 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .20 0 .18 0 .19 0 .29 3 .5 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .61 0 .21 0 .31 0 .20 0 .9 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .60 0 .73 0 .66 0 .09 0 .9 

Mosleh et al. [ 26 ] 0 .66 0 .76 0 .71 0 .10 1 .0 

Table 6 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on Microsoft scene data. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .49 0 .59 0 .54 0 .13 1 .2 

Wu et al. [ 29 ] 0 .71 0 .38 0 .50 – 1 .2 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .76 0 .33 0 .50 0 .26 3 .3 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .35 0 .23 0 .28 0 .19 1 .0 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .50 0 .51 0 .51 0 .13 1 .0 

Mosleh et al. [ 26 ] 0 .51 0 .48 0 .49 0 .15 1 .2 
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.3.2. Experiments on YVT scene text video data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are given

n Fig. 17 , where it is noted that the proposed method detects

ext well for those texts with complex backgrounds, but misses

ome text with perspective distortions. The quantitative results of

he proposed and existing methods are reported in Table 4 , which

hows that all the methods including the proposed method re-

ort improved results compared to Table 3 because the YVT video

ataset provides high contrast texts compared to the ICDAR 2013

ideo dataset. In addition, the YVT data does not include texts of

ifferent scripts as in the ICDAR 2013 videos. It is also observed

rom Table 4 that the proposed method is the second best at pre-

ision and F-measure, while Epshtein et al.’s method is the best

t MDR, and Mosleh et al.’s method is the best at recall. Epshtein

t al.’s and Mosleh et al.’s methods well compared to the proposed

ethod because these methods are good for high contrast images

s in caption texts in the ICDAR 2013 video dataset and texts in

atural scene images. In addition, both the methods use a stroke

idth transform for text detection. However, Li et al.’s method re-

orts poor results because the method is trained for both caption

nd scene texts in video but not scene texts only as in the YVT

ataset. Zhao et al.’s method reports poor results because the cor-

er detection used in the method is sensitive to complex back-

rounds. Wu et al.’s method is the best at precision and F-measure

ecause of the advantage of tracking. On the other hand, the pro-

osed method gives good results compared to the existing meth-

ds except for Wu et al.’s method because of the advantage of frac-

als, fractal expansion and optical flow-based textual properties.

he proposed method is fourth best at APT. 

.4. Experiments on benchmark natural scene datasets 

We also tested the proposed method’s ability for text detec-

ion in natural scene images, where we can see only scene texts

ith high contrast and complex backgrounds. Since the proposed

ethod uses key frames for text candidate detection, the same

teps are used for text detection in natural scene images. In other

ords, the proposed method does not use optical flow-based prop-

rties for text detection in natural scene images because opti-

al flow-based properties require temporal frames. The proposed

ethod uses text candidate detection and then DGBG for text de-

ection on natural scene datasets. For experimentation, we respec-

ively used 233, 307 and 200 test sample images reported from the

CDAR 2013 scene natural scene data, Microsoft natural scene data

nd MSRA natural scene dataset. 

.4.1. Experiments on ICDAR 2013 data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are given in

ig. 18 (a), where the proposed method detects texts well in the

mages of different cluttered backgrounds and fonts. The quantita-

ive results of the proposed and existing methods are reported in

able 5 , where it is seen that the proposed method achieves the

est precision, while Wu et al.’s method achieves the best recall

nd F-measure compared to the proposed method and other exist-

ng methods. Mosleh et al.’s and Zhao et al.’s methods report poor
esults because that the features are sensitive to cluttered back-

round, Li et al.’s method is developed for video but not scene

exts in natural scene images, and Epshtein et al.’s method is the

ourth in the top list on recall and F-measure and is the best at

DR. Mosleh et al.’s method is better than Epshtein et al.’s be-

ause the former is the extension of the latter one. On the other

and, the proposed method is good because of the advantages of

sing fractals. The proposed method is third best in terms of APT. 

.4.2. Experiments on Microsoft scene data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are shown in

ig. 18 (b), where it is seen that the proposed method misses texts

s well as gives more false positives compared to the results of IC-

AR 2013 scene dataset. This data is much harder than ICDAR 2013

cene dataset due the presence of vegetation and repeated patterns

uch as windows, trees, and greenery along with small sized font

exts. Therefore, the proposed method reports poor results for re-

all, precision and F-measure compared to the ICDAR 2013 scene

ataset results, according to the results reported in Table 6 . How-

ver, when we compare the results of the proposed method with

he existing methods, the proposed method outperforms the ex-

sting methods in terms of precision and F-measure. Interestingly,

hao et al.’s method gives the best recall compared to the other

ethods including the proposed method because corner detection

an work for small font size texts. However, its precision is the

orst in comparison with the other methods, due to more false

ositives. Wu et al.’s method scores poor results because it fails

xtracts dominant points for the small size fonts with clutter back-

round. Li et al.’s method fails because of small size font texts and

luttered backgrounds. Epshtein et al.’s method is good at MDR

nd rates at third from the top in terms of recall. The proposed

ethod is the second best at APT. 

.4.3. Experiments on MSRA-TD500 data 

Sample qualitative results of the proposed method are shown

n Fig. 18 (c), where it is noted that the proposed method detects

ext lines well for different orientations. The quantitative results

f the proposed and existing methods are listed in Table 7 , which

hows that the proposed method is better than the existing meth-

ds in terms of precision. Wu et al.’s method scores the best recall

nd F-measure because it has the ability to handle multi-fonts and

ulti-font sizes. Zhao et al.’s method gives poor results for preci-

ion compared to the other methods. When we look at the results

f Tables 6 and 7 , the results of the proposed and existing methods

lightly increase for the MSRA dataset in terms of recall. However,
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(a) ICDAR 2013       (b) Microsoft             (c)      MSRA

Fig. 18. Qualitative results of the proposed method for ICDAR 2013, Microsoft and MSRA natural scene datasets. 

(a) Sample input video frames

(b)  Ground truth for recognition 

(c) Recognition result by Tesseract OCR

The wheel was opened in March 2000to 
mark the end of the 20th century

The wheel was eed MEIRSEDto 
mark the end eentglil/I

KERETA

KERETA

ECKER CHLEOKER

acxlan Z: GHLECNKEIR

Fig. 19. Sample recognition results by Tesseract OCR on our data, ICDAR2013 and the YVT video dataset. 

Table 7 

Performance of the proposed and existing methods on MSRA-TD500 

arbitrary-oriented scene data. 

Method Recall Precision F-Measure MDR APT 

Proposed method 0 .54 0 .68 0 .60 0 .10 1 .2 

Wu et al. [ 29 ] 0 .70 0 .63 0 .66 – 1 .2 

Zhao et al. [ 23 ] 0 .69 0 .34 0 .46 0 .19 3 .4 

Li et al. [ 13 ] 0 .65 0 .26 0 .37 0 .17 0 .9 

Epshtein et al. [ 8 ] 0 .50 0 .52 0 .51 0 .09 1 .0 

Mosleh et al. [ 29 ] 0 .53 0 .56 0 .55 0 .11 1 .2 

Yao et al. [ 39 ] 0 .63 0 .63 0 .60 – 2 .3 
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the precisions drop reasonably, especially for Zhao et al.’s method

and Li et al.’s method, because these methods do not work well for

arbitrary orientations. Since Yao et al.’s and Mosleh et al.’s meth-

ods are the extensions of Epshtein et al.’s method, they give good

results for arbitrary oriented texts compared to Epshtein et al.’s

method. In the same way, the proposed method is invariant to ro-

tation of text lines, and gives good results for arbitrarily oriented

texts in scene images. The proposed method ranks in third position

in terms of APT. 

In summary, from the above discussions on the experimen-

tal results, we can conclude that the proposed method is a ro-

bust and generalized approach as it gives consistent results for di-

verse datasets such as mobile video data, video data, natural scene

data, multi-lingual data and multi-oriented data, while the exist-

ing methods do not give consistent results for different situations

because they are developed for specific datasets and objectives. 
To show the usefulness of text detection, we report sample

ecognition results given by Tesseract OCR [40] which is available

ublicly for our dataset, ICDAR 2013 video and YVT video datasets

n Fig. 19 , where (a) shows the input frames, (b) shows the ground

ruth for texts, and (c) shows the recognition results by Tesseract

CR. These results show that if we feed text lines detected by the

ext detection method to an available OCR system, we can get bet-

er recognition results as opposed to feeding the whole image with

ext lines for which OCR often returns unintelligible results due to

omplex backgrounds. 

. Conclusions and future work 

We have proposed a new approach for text detection in low

esolution video captured by mobile cameras by exploring fractals

nd fractal expansion for the first time in this work. The proposed

pproach makes use of the self-similarity property of fractals in

 new way for achieving good text detection results for different

ypes of data, which include different contrasts, font sizes or back-

round variations, multi-script text lines and arbitrarily-oriented

exts. Temporal frames are used for optical flow estimation to

mprove text detection results. Experimental results on different

atasets show that the proposed approach outperforms the exist-

ng approaches in terms of consistency, multi-lingual ability and

eneralization. However, the reported results appear low compared

o those attained in standard document analysis work. Therefore,

e are planning to extend the approach for achieving comparable

esults as in the area of document analysis. Next, our plan is to de-
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elop a text detection and recognition method for robots that track

lants based on labels to pour water in farms. 
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